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Arbor Heights Elementary School

Upcoming Events

In this Issue:

Nov 24&25:
No School,
Thanksgiving Vacation

Great jokes
and riddles!
• Mr. Turkey
to color
• A turkey maze
• A super hard
word search!

Volume 15, Issue 3
Loran and Conrad
Room 24, Grade 5

•

We have to do a project
about bats. So far, we have
Dec 11:
done six pages in class. It
Arbor Heights Choir
was kind of interesting. We
performs at University
also did a diorama about
Village (2:00PM)
spiders. There were some
really neat ones and ConDecember 15:
rad brought live spiders to
Winter Concert
the class, that was exciting!
Loran went to California to
December 16:
visit his uncle. They went to
Miranda and Jena
2:10 Dismissal
a nice restaurant. Conrad is
Room 7, Grade 4
thankful for his family. LoDecember 19-Jan. 2
We are very thankful for ran is thankful for life.
No School,
having a family that cares
Winter Break!
about us. That they provide us clothes, and celeWhy did
brate our birthday parties.
the turkey
They help us with our
cross the
needs too. They love us
road?
no matter what happens.
We are also thankful for
our grandparents and
watching movies. We love
our family!
Because it was the
chickens day off!

A. A turkey
holding its
breath!

Q. What's blue and
covered with feathers?

Stories, poems, articles, and great jokes from student news
reporters at Arbor Heights Elementary School in Seattle, WA
Editor: Mr. Ahlness
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News from the classroom......

Room 15, Grade 2
In class we are studying soil. The soils we are
studying are clay, sand,
and humus. In class we
went to a play it was
The Cat In The Hat. It
was really fun.

They like to go
on a peck-nic.

What do
turkeys like
to do on
sunny days?

—————————–

Alex and Daniel
Room 19, Grade 1
In our class we have
been doing art projects.
We do tracing. We play
mask games, we make
books, and we have
also been learning how
you use the computers.
Also Alex went to Disneyland and had a lot of
fun. His favorite ride was
Space Mountain. Daniel
went to the YMCA.
Why do turkeys go "gobble,
gobble"?

Austin and Salinna
Room 23, Grades 4&5
We are thankful for the school. We like to read in our
classroom.
Why did the turkey join a band?

He had the drumsticks.

Chelsea

Because they haven't
learned good table
manners.
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More classroom news......

We are learning science
in class. We are excited
because we are going to
go on a field trip soon. We
are learning about physical properties of rocks
and minerals.
Why do turkeys go
"gobble, gobble"?
Because they haven't
learned good table manners!

—————————–
Alana and Delaney
Room 21, Grade 5
In class we are learning
about decimals. We are
getting pretty good. We
went on a field trip to the
Lighthouse for the Blind. It
was really interesting. We
are also going on a field
trip to Roosevelt High
School to listen to a jazz
band and then to see the
Nutcracker. Alana and
Delaney are thankful for
having friends and family.
How do you make a turkey float?

Mariah and Nick
Room 22, Grades 4&5
We are working on our
Personal Narratives. It is
really FUN ! We are also
working on land and water in
science.

Elizabeth and Corey
Room 13, Grades 3&4
We’ve been learning
about glucose in class
and foods in science.
What did the little turkey
say to the big turkey ?

Knock, knock.
Who's there?
Dewey.
Dewey who?
Dewey have to wait long to eat?

Color Mr. Turkey!

"Peck" on someone
your own size !

Sydney and Sahra
Room 9, Grade 3

Get two scoops of ice cream,
add some root beer and a turkey.
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Even more classroom news......
Room 12, Grade 3
Last week we changed
desks, and in art we
painted. We also went to
our website and made
thankful writings. We also
changed jobs. In Powerful
Writers we are working on
our seed ideas. We are
also working really hard in
math.
Lots of drumsticks for Thanksgiving dinner!

What do you
get when you
cross a turkey
with an octopus?

Kindergarten, Room 4
Just before book character day all the children of room 4
helped design a face to carve in a big orange pumpkin we
had in the room. We also had an opportunity to pull out
the gooey pumpkin insides (YUCK). After the pumpkin
was all cleaned we drew the face on the pumpkin with a
marking pen and Mr. Wilkie cut his face out? After a few
days our jack-o-lantern who we named Jack started to get
a bit smelly, we decided to put him in the kindergarten
garden to see what would happen to him. Mr. Larsen
helped us carry Jack to the Kindergarten garden. Now
once a week we walk through the garden to observe Jack.
After we do our observations we go back to the room and
draw a picture of him so we can keep track of his
changes. If you would like to see Jack the pumpkin, look
out the windows into the garden, next time you're in the library. The children of Room 4 would like to wish everyone
a Happy Thanksgiving Holiday.
Why do turkeys go "gobble, gobble"?

You MUST know the
answer by now!

Danielle and José

